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Hope

Quote

“Hope is a waking dream.” ~Aristotle

Poet’s Corner

New Lease
It's a new year
A new lease on life
Go for your dream
Get on with your life

Whatever you wish
Your heart's desire
Make your dream list
Then set it on fire

Make bold strides
Take a leap or two
Winning your race
Beat the odds, too

Light up the sky
Light up the night
Light up your life
Start things right
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Epiphany

Epiphany — three wise men arrive in Bethlehem. The
twelfth day of Christmas is an important milestone in your
evolution of consciousness. With the birth of Christ
Consciousness on Christmas Day, you’ve had twelve days
to integrate and arrive at your Aha moment. What ray of
light shone into your life on January 6th? Perhaps a subtle
glimmer or a tiny faint spark that was sensed. Or, a
lightning bolt that caught you off guard, completely
unaware. When that light bulb of understanding dawned
on you, your Aha moment had arrived. Whatever Spirit
wanted to say, you got it. You pondered it and reached
your own personal Epiphany. So your journey continues.

Upcoming Events
Having hope is a great way to start a new year. Without
hope, life would seem hopeless. Hope is about your wishes
and your wildest dreams. It is an inner knowing that you
can have anything and everything you want whenever you
want it. Hope is a shining star that lights your way.

Earthworms

Earthworms are powerful medicine with positive
messages. According to Ted Andrews in Animal-Wise,
earthworms are reminders. They bring to your attention:
• Need to be alone.
• Explore past lives.
• Heal old patterns.
• Learn from mistakes.
• Make new decisions.
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Light Language classes are being scheduled for 2012.
Available dates include 2/18-19, 3/10-11, and 4/21-22.
Mayan-Aztec Sacred Geometry
Beginning Light Language (.5 Days)
Learn to read and write in light. Maximize your strengths.
Attract positive energies and repel negative energies.
Tune up your personal auric broadcasting system.
Intermediate Light Language (1.5 Days)
Continue enhancing your light. Rewrite your life scripts.
Learn tools to manifest your dreams. Receive over 200
healing grids. Contribute to your community.

Contact

Call (512) 343-7679 or email Kim@SevaSoulas.com.
Visit our Web site at www.SevaSoulas.com.
 2012 Kim Rene Kiefer

